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Executive Committee (2021)
Chair: Alyssa Thomas
Chair-Elect & Newsletter Editor: Gary Bonomo
Past-Chair & Councilor: Ivan V. Korendovych
Treasurer: Neal Abrams
Secretary: Lara Chappell
Alternate Councilor: Olga Makhlynets
District Delegate: Prin Furst
District Delegate: Alec Beaton
District Delegate at-large: Valerie Lopez-Diaz
District Delegate at-large: Anthony Hauser
Education Chair: Miriam M. Gillett-Kunnath
Additional Social Media Support:
 Alec Beaton
 Anthony Hauser
 Valerie Lopez-Diaz

Get Connected
https://www.facebook.com/cnyacs/
Instagram: cny_acs
Twitter: @CNY_ACS

As the world begins to emerge into a new rhythm or “normal” following the
COVID-19 pandemic and availability of vaccinations, we have to ask ourselves:
what now? The chemistry landscape is ever changing and evolving. Our members
have faced a number of challenges from suddenly working from home, unable to be
in a laboratory, trying to figure out how to engage online students of all ages in our
hands-on discipline, interrupted tenure or promotion timelines, and hospitalizations.
Parents and caregivers thrust into balancing life and work, while also trying to
remember to take care of their own mental health. Many of these challenges will
have long reaching ramifications for our membership in both positive and negative
lights. The ACS and local sections are committed to continuing to help and support
our members as we navigate these new “norms.” I would like to use this newsletter
space to draw your attention to a few highlights.
Conferences, training sessions, and meetings had to scramble to go virtual, but have
opened up opportunities to expand and look at how the ACS and other scientific
societies operate to best serve their members. In April, the American Institute of
Physics released a report, Reimagining Scientific Conference for Post-Pandemic
Future, https://www.aip.org/facet, from a panel of experts to reimagine future
scientific meetings. The ACS has a similar joint Board and Council task force
(established in March 2019) that evaluates coming changes to various meetings, both
national and regional. The task force’s official recommendations are currently being
finalized, but adaptations in formatting are already taking place. The ACS Fall 2021
National Meeting, Resilience in Chemistry, August 22-26 in Atlanta, GA, will be
available both in person and virtually. Registration is now open and member pricing
for the virtual only is as low as $49 for students and high school teachers, $199 for
members, and free if you are unemployed or seeking COVID relief. Visit
https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/meetings/acs-meetings.html for more details.

Please mark your calendars for the next in-person Northeast Regional Meeting - NERM 2022 will be held in Rochester from October
2-5, 2022. I am currently representing our local section on the NERM 2022 planning committee that meets once a month as well as
acting in my elected role as the Secretary of the Northeast Region. I will continue to provide updates as that meeting draws closer.
Lastly, if you have not had a chance to explore the ACS and its continued efforts and resources on COVID-19, go to
https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/covid-19.html. It contains information on expanded membership services, a list of virtual events
and training, networking opportunities, and discounted professional development opportunities.
Respectfully,
Alyssa Thomas
acthomas@utica.edu
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marCh 21th, 2021:
most – Central neW york sCienCe and engineering Fair
MOST CNY-SEF was a virtual event this year and CNY ACS helped to recruit volunteer judges. Middle
Schools and High Schools are provided several awards for STEAM projects, and the CNY ACS sponsored an
award for both of the grade level categories. Eleanor Vitale a 4 th grade student at the Huntington School in
Syracuse received the CNY ACS Award in Chemistry for the project Invisible Ink with Common Household
Items. Outreach events such as this promote STEAM skills and inspire the next generation of scientists.
For more information please visit:
https://www.most.org/learn/outreach-events/central-new-york-science-engineering-fair/

april 24th, 2021:
otisCo lake earth day Cleanup
CNY ACS assisted the Otisco Lake Preservation Association (OLPA) with their annual Otisco Lake Annual
Earth Day Cleanup. We recruited volunteers and made a contribution towards a pizza lunch. An announcement
about the event was presented in the local Eagle News (link below). 56 volunteers attended and filled 36 trash
bags with the garbage collected. Displays and information about protecting Otisco Lake water quality were
featured during an open house at the Community Center. OLPA is thrilled that participation has increased over
the years allowing an expansion of the cleanup area covered and the amount of trash collected.

Left Image: Sign welcoming volunteers to the Otisco Lake Annual Earth Day Cleanup event.
Middle Image: Volunteers collecting trash to help cleanup up the local area surrounding Otisco Lake.
Right Image: Collection area showing the large amount of trash collected; 36 trash bags were filled during the
event.

For more information please visit:
https://eaglenewsonline.com/new/2021/04/16/local-groups-combine-for-earth-day-event/
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april 2021: Chemists Celebrate
earth Week poetry Contest
The American Chemical Society has an annual poetry contest as part of
Chemists Celebrate Earth Week (CCEW). Our CNY Local Section
ACS contest was once again coordinated by Prin Furst. We sponsored
prizes and invited students from schools within the CNY region to
participate. Students (Kindergarten to 12th grade) created an illustrated
poem with this year’s theme “Reducing Our Footprint with Chemistry.”
Poems were submitted digitally. Prizes were $25 to the first-place
winner in each category and entry into the national level of the contest.
Our local section winner was Natalie Sperduti from Owasco Elementary
in Auburn in the grades 3-5 division. This contest is wonderful
opportunity to engage and encourage students in STEM education,
particularly in green chemistry.

Above is the award-winning poem from Natalie Sperduti from Owasco Elementary in Auburn in the grade 3-5 division.

2021 outreaCh Volunteer oF the
year aWard Cny aCs: gary
bonomo
Gary Bonomo was honored to receive the 2021 Outreach Volunteer of
the Year Award for the Central New York Local Section. Section
Chairs may recognize a person for extraordinary volunteer service.
Recipients were highlighted on the ACS website and in March 2021 in
Chemical & Engineering News. Gary has been active in the CNY ACS
for many years, and looks forward to continued involvement with
outreach and other STEM events.

Gary Bonomo
Lab Supervisor at Syracuse University
CNY ACS Chair-Elect

For more information please visit:
https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/officer-toolkit/grantsand-awards/outreach-volunteers-of-the-year.html
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projeCt seed update
We are very proud of our Project SEED students from Summer 2019 and 2020 (listed below) who
graduated from High School in 2021 and received full college scholarships. We wish them every success
in their future endeavors.
Ngoc Huynh (Institute of Technology at Syracuse Central)
Participated in Project SEED 2019 (Summer I) and 2020 (Virtual Summer II).
Will attend Syracuse University and major in Biology.
Kwonmuang “Timmy” Thanthima (Institute of Technology at Syracuse Central)
Participated in Project SEED 2019 (Summer I) and 2020 (Virtual Summer II).
Will attend Rochester Institute of Technology and major in Game Design.
Hannah Althur (Institute of Technology at Syracuse Central)
Participated in Project SEED 2019 (Summer I) and 2020 (Virtual Summer II).
Will attend Syracuse University.
Quyen Pham (Salutatorian; Institute of Technology at Syracuse Central)
Participated in Project SEED 2019 (Summer I) and 2020 (Virtual Summer II).
Will attend Syracuse University and major in Biochemistry.
Mohammed Zokari (Institute of Technology at Syracuse Central)
Participated in Project SEED 2019 (Summer I).
Will attend Syracuse University and major in Chemistry.
Michael Vu (Valedictorian; Institute of Technology at Syracuse Central)
Participated in Project SEED 2019 (Summer I) and 2020 (Virtual Summer II).
Will attend Cornell University and major in Biological Sciences (Biochemistry).
Tiana Nguyen Vo (PTECH at Institute of Technology at Syracuse Central)
Participated in Project SEED 2020 (Virtual Summer I).
Will attend University of Rochester and major in Electrical Engineering
Danny Vu (PTECH at Institute of Technology at Syracuse Central)
Participated in Project SEED 2020 (Virtual Summer I).
Will attend Syracuse University and major in Bioengineering.
Aric Hoang (Institute of Technology at Syracuse Central)
Participated in Project SEED 2020 (Virtual Summer I).
Will attend Rochester Institute of Technology and Major in Software Engineering.
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sCientists Corner
This section of the CNY ACS Newsletter highlights members of the local STEM Community.
It provides their work experience, as well as their interests outside of their occupation.
Do you know a scientist who would be interested in being part of the Scientists Corner?

If so, please contact Gary Bonomo (gbonomo@syr.edu) for more information.
Can you tell us briefly about yourself?
I am a fourth year PhD Candidate at Syracuse University studying organic chemistry in
the Chisholm lab. I am originally from the Buffalo area where I studied medicinal
chemistry at the University of Buffalo. In my spare time, you can find me following all
things regarding Buffalo sports, although I have become somewhat of SU sports fan by
association.
What is it like working in a STEM career,
and how did your role adapt during the pandemic?
Working in a STEM field can be both frustrating and extremely rewarding. As a
chemist, sometimes even literature procedures do not go as expected but the thrill of
discovering something new makes all failed reactions and long hours in the lab worth it.
Shawn Dormann
Graduate Student
As a lab teaching assistant, instructing students comes with its own set of challenges
Syracuse University
including helping students learn lab concepts and techniques. When the pandemic hit,
professor and teaching assistants had to adapt to make sure students still received a
quality education. For lab teaching assistants it meant conducting classes at half the normal capacity and explaining things
using technology. Technology such as PowerPoints and recorded demonstrations of experiments, helped limit the time
spent in close proximity to students on benchtops. Office hours were moved to online as well through the use of
applications like Zoom and Blackboard Collaborate. For our research studies, we had to adjust our research schedule by
working in shifts to limit the number of people in a lab bay at one time.
What professional skills learned during the pandemic can you apply going forward?
As one of many teaching assistants who had to move to hybrid learning, the task of keeping students engaged in online
office hours was one that took some getting used too. I would say we all adapted to become better at explaining concepts
online through the use of all our peripheral applications. For myself, this meant sharing screens and walking through
equations on Microsoft word or drawing molecules on Avogadro to illustrate a point. I remember even drawing a sketches
in Microsoft paint sometimes to draw diagrams to help paint better pictures for students.
What would you most like to share with other STEM professionals?
If I had to share one thing with my fellow STEM colleagues, I would say to keep on going strong with your studies and
teaching efforts. We’re slowly getting back to normal life and the STEM community is a big part in helping get us there.
I’ve watched many professors and fellow graduate students adapt really well to the challenges that the pandemic gave us
and it truly was a really heart-warming sign to see fellow STEM colleagues come together to provide students with an
education and work through additional stress during an already stressful pandemic.
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Can you tell us briefly about yourself?
My name is Bobby Kunnath, I'm a high school math teacher at ITC High School in the
Syracuse City School District. I am currently teaching Regents Algebra 2 and SUNY
ESF PreCalculus.
What is it like working in a STEM career,
and how did your role adapt during the pandemic?

Bobby Kunnath
High School Math Teacher
ITC High School
Syracuse City School District

I am fortunate to work in a HS that has both a CTE program as well as a P-TECH
program (Pathways in Technology Early College High School) Both of these help me in
building connections between what I teach in my classroom and what my students use
in their respective areas of interest, whether it be auto, culinary or Mechanical or
Electrical technology.

Like most other STEM teachers, I have had to adapt my lessons to fit a virtual or hybrid
classroom. It was a sudden change from having students in front of me to creating
breakout rooms on Teams or Zoom. It went from students handing me paper assignments and tests to sending me
documents or photos of their work. I certainly struggled with having to deal largely with students online with cameras
turned off and having to figure out if they understood the lesson. The lessons were slower, and the number of questions
students were asking dropped. While my role was primarily their math instructor, I also knew that this year it was good for
them to be able to communicate with someone outside of their home and get some mental stimulation in the process.
What professional skills learned during the pandemic can you apply going forward?
I think one of the biggest skills I learned was to use a variety of different ways to elicit responses from students who were
not in front of me. I see the importance of offering those kinds of choices moving forward.
Another skill I learned was the use of various online resources and platforms that I will continue to use to enrich my
lessons. I will focus less on doing purely paper based assignments and have them so some work online. I spent time putting
together online resources like videos and animations that they can continue to use during a regular school year.
What would you most like to share with other STEM professionals?
Never give up on your students and no matter how little you may think you've contributed to their learning this year, you
have done your best in moving them forward.

Cny aCs treasurer’s update: neal abrams
The financial status of the CNY local section is strong! Through a combination of fiscal responsibility, several
local section grants, limited events due to COVID, and an injection from the national ACS, the CNY section is
poised to support groups and organizations that share a similar mission and vision as the CNY local section. This
might include high school and college chapters of the ACS, school groups, and service organizations. Please
send a message to the Chair and the Treasurer with your ideas!
Please contact Alyssa Thomas (acthomas@utica.edu) and Neal Abrams (nmabrams@esf.edu)
with your ideas for CNY ACS events / involvement. You input is greatly appreciated!
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uny-Fy aCs initatiVe: alyssa thomas
Alyssa Thomas (CNY ACS Chair) is working with other ACS Local Sections in upstate NY on an initiative to
UNY-fy the sections that was spearheaded by Richard Cobb (Rochester). At this point Binghamton, Central NY,
Cornell, Corning, Eastern NY, Northern NY, Penn-York, Rochester and Western NY are participating. The
collective is beginning to meet once a month to share ideas, meetings, training sessions, newsletter information,
job opportunities in our region, and more. Please contact the CNY ACS Chair if you have more ideas.
CNY ACS – Exciting
Volunteer Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Science Fairs
Chemistry Demonstrations
Community Outreach Activities
Career Fairs and Mentoring
Earth Day Activities
Planning Innovative Events
Guest Speakers
Additional Suggestions Welcomed

Please contact Gary Bonomo
gbonomo@syr.edu to get involved
and/or for newsletter feedback.
Newsletter submissions welcome.

upComing eVents
The CNY ACS will keep you
posted via email, social media
and newsletters.
Thank you to the
CNY ACS members
and volunteers from
all of our counties:








Cayuga
Cortland
Madison
Oneida
Oswego
Onondaga
Seneca

Your support in the first half of 2021 is greatly appreciated.
We look forward to continuing to work together in second half.
Map Image Source: American Chemical Society. Map of ACS Local Section Territories: As of February 1 st, 2016.
https://www.acs.org/content/dam/acsorg/membership/ls/acs-local-section-map.pdf (accessed March 6th, 2019).
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